TOP THINGS TO SEE IN KYOTO - JAPAN

KIYOMIZU-DERA
Kiyomizu-dera is a stunning Buddhist temple offering amazing structures in the bountiful outdoors of Eastern Kyoto.

ARASHIYAMA IN KYOTO
Arashiyama is the hottest tourist spot in Kyoto with amazing scenery, beautiful temples, stunning Japanese gardens, a monkey forest, a unique township and the famous Bamboo Grove.

NIJO CASTLE
Nijo Castle is a popular attraction with its central location to the city. The iconic castle has amazing architectural buildings, stunning garden landscapes and fine artwork on display inside the walls of Nijo.

FUSHIMI INARI TAISHA SHRINE
Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine mesmerises the tourist with its elegantly designed structures and the famous Orange Torii Gates creating a walk to remember in Kyoto.

KINKAKU-JI TEMPLE
Kinkaku-Ji Temple is the number one rated temple in Kyoto according to TripAdvisor, and it glows vividly in its Golden Structure. Kinkaku-Ji is tucked away behind a large lake with the picturesque highlands in the background.

KODAI-JI TEMPLE
Kodai-Ji is of the Rinzai school of Zen Buddhism and has unique and wonderful structures throughout the temple grounds. It's blended in beautifully with the mountains in the backdrop and well landscaped gardens that surround the main buildings.
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